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Sub-caption: p. 3, ‘No. 1.’; and so on through p. 11, ‘No. 4.’


Imposition: Leaf 5 is a singleton.

Stamps: none.

1. Date: currency inference (date code c3, p. 17).
2. The title page of this score differs slightly in syntax, and significantly in design, from that of both 33-BH-1 and 33-BH-2. It corresponds to Hob-322 (where there is a reference to plate corrections). Chominski & Turlo (p. 121) mention two non-first editions, both with Brandus as the Paris publisher, as in 33-BH-1 and 33-BH-3.
3. This score does not have the Album page numbers referred to in 33-BH-2, note 4.
4. For additional comments see 33-BH-2, notes 2, 3, 4.